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NEW  Hard Drive Mounting for JVC GY-HD100/110 and GY-HD200/250 
 
Addressing the increasingly difficult needs of 
professional videographers to employ accessory 
devices to their cameras, Anton/Bauer, in collaboration 
with JVC, introduces the new HDMPA hard drive 
mounting plate for the GY-HD100/110 and GY-
HD200/250 cameras. 
 
The Anton/Bauer Gold Mount® is not just the 
connection to the flexibility and performance of 
Anton/Bauer professional batteries but has long 
provided the stable platform to allow the on-board 
addition of camera accessories such as wireless 
receivers, monitors and quality lighting – powering all 
from a single Anton/Bauer high performance battery. 
 
Hard disk recorders have enabled videographers in 
today’s fast paced shoot-and-edit video world. But the 
question for professionals using a compact camcorder 
has been “Where can I mount my drive?” Until now… 
 

 Anton/Bauer HDMPA 
The HDMPA provides a secure mounting platform for the 
Firestore, DR-HD100E, Hard Disk Recorder on these JVC 
cameras. In conjunction with the Universal BP (back plate) or 
QR-JVC 7/14HDV Gold Mount, the positioning of the HDMPA in 
front of the mount, and offset from the camera’s handle allows for 
enhanced balance and ergonomics. Holding the camera in front of 
you allows for easy and quick access to program the hard drive 
controls. 
 
Of course the Firestore can operate from the camera battery using 
the PowerTap FS-4 accessory cable. 

Price__________US List 
HDMPA       $ 25.00 

And with the Anton/Bauer ABWMK-Kit, wireless mounting bracket, 
wireless receivers easily mount off to the side or the rear of any 
Anton/Bauer battery for yet another accessory solution for any 
videographers’ production day.   
 
Anton/Bauer offers a variety of accessories to the Gold Mount system to address virtually every shooting 
requirement. For more information see your Anton/Bauer or JVC dealer. 
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